National Aeronautics and
Space Administration

One Stop Shopping Initiative (OSSI)
for NASA Internship, Fellowship and
Scholarship Opportunities

An Innovative Solution to Support the STEM Workforce of Tomorrow
One Stop Shopping
“ The
Initiative is user-friendly
and intuitively designed to
complete an application
within 30 minutes
or less!

”

Paid Internships,
Fellowships and
Scholarships

—Stephanie Freeman,
NASA Student
Ambassador,
Alabama A&M University

wants to be among greatness; so if you
“ Everyone
knew the upward mobility that students received from
OSSI opportunities to intern and gain real-life research
experience, then you would pride yourself in being a
member of the ‘posse’ that has benefited from NASA’s
OSSI—a force that helps propel us to greatness.

”

—Marsha Cole, NASA Student Ambassador,
Louisiana State University

OSSI application
“ The
has been an invaluable

internship with NASA gave me
“ My
the opportunity to step outside the
confines of classroom theory and
apply all the knowledge I obtained to
tangible, challenging, and time-pressing
problems that are facing the aerospace
industry today.

”

resource that has
continuously kept me
updated regarding
opportunities available
at all NASA sites.
I do my best to tell all
students with whom I
interact about the site,
and I have seen it help
many of them take part
in career-transforming
internships.

”

—Alejandro Perez, NASA
Student Ambassador,
Massachusetts
Institute of Technology

—Denisse Verónica Aranda,
NASA Student Ambassador,
Florida International University

Apply
and Select
Opportunities

www.nasa.gov

Visit the NASA OSSI LaunchPad at

https://intern.nasa.gov

Support for
Graduate Study

One Stop Shopping Initiative (OSSI)

National Aeronautics and
Space Administration

for NASA Internship, Fellowship and
Scholarship Opportunities

An Innovative Solution to Support the STEM Workforce of Tomorrow

Earn and Learn with NASA!

Earn

• Paid internships and scholarships for undergraduate students at
NASA Centers and installations
• Paid fellowships for graduate students at NASA Centers and installations

Learn
Is It for Me?

• College/University scholarships for undergraduate students
• Support for graduate studies
• Are you a U.S. citizen?
• Are you currently enrolled full-time in or accepted to an accredited
U.S. college or university?
• Are you a student with a 3.0 or higher GPA?
• If you answered yes to these questions, you are eligible to apply!

Apply

• Go to https://intern.nasa.gov or scan the QR code on this flyer
• Click on either “Internships,” “Fellowships,” or “Scholarships”
• Click on “Log in/Register”
• Register and complete your student profile
• Complete your application
• Submit your application for up to 15 specific opportunities

International Students
Visit the NASA OSSI LaunchPad at

https://intern.nasa.gov

• Visit the NASA OSSI LaunchPad at https://intern.nasa.gov and click on
“NASA Intern and Fellow Opportunities for International Students”

NASA Mission Directorates

Aeronautics
Enable a safer, more
secure, efficient, and
environmentally friendly
air transportation system.

www.nasa.gov

Human Exploration
and Operations
We’re working off the
Earth, for the Earth.

Science

Space Technology

Exploring the
Earth-Sun system,
our own solar system,
and the universe beyond.

Spurring innovation on
Earth and in space.

